dell optiplex 390 diagnostic lights

Dell OptiPlex systems have a long history of built in diagnostic indicators. If the system
doesn't show any LED's or only a Flashing Amber. I have two 's that are showing the same
issue - Power on, looks like its running through the initial diagnostics (the diagnostic lights
flash.
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Get user or pdf manual for your Dell OptiPlex Dell OptiPlex Small Form Factor, Regulatory
Model D04S, Regulatory Type D04SDell OptiPlex Manual Online: Troubleshooting,
Diagnostic Leds. NOTE: The Diagnostic LEDs Only Serve As An Indicator Of The Progress
Through The.Dell Precision Manual Online: Diagnostic Lights, Error Messages. NOTE: If The
Message Is Not Dell OptiPlex Setup & Features Manual 11 pages.17 Oct - 4 min - Uploaded
by Loring Preston Dell Optiplex came in with a no boot complaint. Got diagnostic light 3 and
blue power led.1 Mar - 50 sec - Uploaded by Office Machine Solutions dell optiplex
diagnostic LED indicators lights 2 3 4 for ,, ,,,1 Mar - 1 min - Uploaded by Office Machine
Solutions dell optiplex ,,,,, diagnostic LED indicators lights 3 and 4.More about dell optiplex
power button yellow flashing light. SR Blackbird LED and diagnostic codes. Power Supplies
Systems Dell.i have a dell OptiPlex that have just an amber yellow but the fans Check the
diagnostic lights to see if the specific problem is identified.Diagnostics. Dell™ OptiPlex™
Service Manual. Dell Diagnostics. Power Button Light Codes. Beep Codes. Diagnostic
Lights.Diagnostic Lights There are 4 diagnostic lights on the Dell CPU numbered 1, 2, 3, and
4. In addition the power button can be blank, orange, or blue.dell diagnostic lights 1& 3 posted in Microsoft Windows™: Dell dimension windows xp Disconnected screen, and the
computer.Dell Diagnostic Lights - tours-golden-triangle.com I guess I learn something new
every day hmmm my slim optiplex show those.Steps to Fix Dell Error Code 1 2 3 or Optiplex
Diagnostic Lights Error by Support Team. Dell XPS Support Number To Fix XPS Laptop.7.
optical-drive eject button. 8. USB connectors (2). 9. hard-drive activity light. power-supply
diagnostic light. Regulatory Model: D04S, D07D, D12M.Dell Optiplex came in with a no boot
complaint. Got diagnostic light 3 and blue power led followed by immediate shutdown. Did
the usual.to get memory for a barebones Dell Precision Workstation I bought. in and turned on
the computer, the 1 and 3 lights on the front lit up.Contacted Dell, and they sent a power
supply and a motherboard for replacement. After replacing these parts, I have the exact same
error.
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